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The EZ Way transit plan competing with rail would qualify for federal or state dollars 
targeted for the rail system... according to mayoral candidate Ann Kobayashi. 

While the EZ Way plan would likely get federal consideration, the city council and state 
lawmakers would have to vote on whether to let EZ Way use the excise tax surcharge. 

The EZ Way plan backed by mayoral challenger Ann Kobayashi and stop-rail-now would be about a 
year away from starting the same federal vetting rail has been undergoing for years. 

But EZ Way plan backers acknowledge city and state lawmakers would have to vote to let the 
general excise tax surcharge be spent on a new locally preferred alternative or LPA. 

EZ Way is explained as a fixed guideway so the federal transit administration would likely 
take a look. 

Meanwhile, the city says its draft EIS proves it can fully afford the minimum segment of the 
rail from East Kapolei to Ala Moana thru Salt Lake for 4.3 billion in current dollars or 5.3 
billion in year of expenditure terms. They say they would need to find other money for an 
additional airport spur that could bring the first-phase total to 6.5 billion in year of 
expenditure, plus the full project envisioned from West Kapolei, Manoa and Waikiki. 

A separate review done for the FTA say the city has demonstrated readiness to keep going with 
preliminary engineering -- a key step toward getting a final EIS and a record of decision from 
the federal government. 

The record of decision from the FTA would be expected in 2009. Hawaii's congressional 
delegation is lobbying for about $900 million in federal funds -- we'll know in a few years 
whether we're getting that. 
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